
INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR DETACHED LINEAR SENSOR
DAYLIGHT INTERACTIVE VERSION, MODEL NO.:HC438V + HIR01

Technical Specifications

PIR Sensor
120-277V      50Hz/60Hz
120V ~ / 1.7A / 200VA 
277V ~ / 1.5A / 400VA 
360°
 <1W
Max. 6 x 3m
0s, 10s ~ 30min, +∞
10% ~50%
Indoors, ceiling & wall mounted
-20 ~ +60OC
30s

PRODUCT TYPE:
OPERATING VOLTAGE:
RATED LOAD (capacitive load):

DETECTION ANGLE:
POWER CONSUMPTION: 
DETECTION RANGE (DxH):
STAND-BY PERIOD: 
STAND-BY DIMMING LEVEL:  
MOUNTING: 
WORKING TEMP.:
WARM-UP:
Note: during the warm-up period when first power on,luminiares 
always stay on 100% without daylight interactive.
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3rd Floor, block C, complex building, 155#, Bai'gang road south, 
Bai'gang village, Xiao Jin Kou town, Huicheng district, Huizhou 516023
Tel:86-752-2772020               F:86-752-2777877
E: info@hytronik.com           W:www.hytronik.com

CHINA  FACTORY
Room D, 10/f, Tower A, Billion Center, 1 wang Kwong Road, 
Kowloon Bay, Kowloon, Hongkong
T: 00852-35197525               F: 00852-30116936
E: info@hytronik.com

HYTRONIK  INDUSTRIAL  LIMITED

HC438V + HIR01

SECTION 1 INSTALLATION AND WIRING

1.1  Ensure that the electricity supply is switched off before installing or servicing this product.
1.2  Wiring diagram
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SECTION 2 FUNCTIONS AND SETTINGS

Permanent ON/OFF [              ]
1. Press the button    , the light goes to permanent ON or permanent OFF mode.
2. Exit this mode b
3. The mode will change to AUTO Mode after power failure.

y pressing button         .  (Please refer to explanation accordingly)

Auto Mode [                ]
Press button   goes to auto mode, the sensor starts working and all settings remain the same as the latest status before the light

RESET [                ]
Press button    , all existing settings go back to factory-set value. (See table below)

Detection range Hold time Stand-by period Stand-by dimming level Constant LUX
100% 5min 10min 20% 100Lux

Test 2s function [                ]
1. Press button    , the sensor goes to test mode (hold time 2s), stand-by period and daylight sensor are disabled.
2. Exit test mode by pressing buttons in zone            , and the sensor setting is changed accordingly.

8H permanent on mode [                ]
1. Press the button    , the light will be 100% on for 8 straight hours even there is no motion detected.
2. After 8 hours, the sensor goes to auto mode directly.

Hold time [             ]
Press the buttons in zone   to set hold time at 30S / 1min / 5min / 10min / 20min / 30min.

Stand-by period [             ]
Press the buttons in zone   to set stand-by period at 0s / 10s / 1min / 5min / 10min / 30min / 1H / +∞.

Note: “0s” means on/off control; “+∞” means 2 steps of dimming control, light never switches off.

Stand-by dimming level [             ]
Press the buttons in zone   to set the stand-by dimming level at 10% / 20% / 30% / 50%.
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SECTION 3 FUNCTION

Double L N terminal makes it easy for wire loop-in and loop-out, and saves the cost of terminal block and assembly time. 

This sensor maybe over-ridden by the end-users to switch on/off the lights manually, or adjust the maximum brightness during motion hold-time with the 
push-switch. This makes the product more user-friendly and offers more options to fit for extra-ordinary demands.
* Short push (<1s): on/off function;
  ON → OFF: the light turns off immediately and cannot be lighten for a certain time (equals to hold time preset) even there is movement is detected. After 
                      this period, the sensor goes back to auto sensor mode.
  OFF → ON: the light turns on 100% and goes to auto sensor mode, even when ambient Lux level exceeds the daylight threshold.
* Long push (>1s): adjust the maximum brightness (between 10% and 100%) during hold-time. Both the settings on DIP switch and manual override can
                               overwrite each other, the latest action controls. 
* If no end-user adjustment is desired, simply leave this terminal disconnected. 

3.1 Manual Override

3.2 Loop-in and Loop-out Terminal 

SECTION 4 TROUBLE SHOOTING

 

MALFUNCTION CAUSE REMEDY CAUSE REMEDY

The light will not come on

The lamp is always on

Incorrect light-control setting selected

Continuous movement in the detection zone 

Faulty lamp
No power supply

Adjust daylight threshold setting

Replace lamp

Check power to sensor

Check detection area setting

Scene mode options [              ]
There are 6 scene modes for different applications:

Scene options Detection range Hold time Stand-by period Stand-by dimming level Constant Lux

SC1 100% 1min 1min 10% 50Lux

SC2 100% 3min 5min 20% 75Lux

SC3 100% 5min 10min 20%

SC4 100% 10min 30min 30% 150Lux

xuL002%03h1nim02%0015CS

SC6 100% 30min +∞ 50% 400Lux

Note: end-user can adjust the settings by pressing buttons in zone             , the last setting stays in validity.7 10 11

zone 4 

100Lux

Constant lux value setting [             ]
1. Long press the buttons in zone   to adjust the fixture’s brightness.     means dim up,   means dim down.
2. Stop pressing the button when get the target brightness.
3. The built-in daylight sensor reads the available ambient lux level and adjust electrical brightness to maintain the constant lux value.
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